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Cross Country Vehicle Club (Wellington) Inc
PO Box 38-762
Te Puni 5045
Wellington
www.ccvc.org.nz
The club meets at 7:30pm on the 2nd Wednesday of each month
at the Petone Working Men’s Club, Udy Street, Petone.
Position

Name

Home Phone

Work Phone

Cellphone

Email

Club Officers
President

Ralph Dobson

526 5119

568 5562

027 494 6699

ralph.georgina@xtra.co.nz

Vice President

Stewart Burrell

529 7295

576 0813

021 999 263

polcatz@gmail.com

Immed Past President

Paul Adams

04 905 2343

027 594 1343

gillandpaul@paradise.net.nz

Secretary

Dennis McKinlay

04 234 7317

021 396 966

dennis@unicef.org.nz

Treasurer

David Kibblewhite

577 0680

021 765 554

verda@xtra.co.nz

Club Captain

Charles Odlin

562 8657

021 372 990

codlin@odlin.net.nz

04 496 9611

04 498 2902

General Committee Members
Driver Training Officer

Steve Mercer

233 1121

386 0300

027 442 2898

s.mercer@niwa.co.nz

Entertainment Officer

John Vruink

567 1142

027 443 9981

027 443 9981

john.vruink@xtra.co.nz

Membership Officer

Mike Stephens

04 902 2559

021 260 0975

mike.stephens313@yahoo.co.nz

New Members Officer

Steve O’Callaghan

235 9849

021 131 0647

o_callaghan_steve@hotmail.com

Newsletter Editor

Alan Donaldson

564 3045

550 5052

021 448 127

newsletter@ccvc.org.nz

Publicity Officer

Stewart Burrell

529 7295

576 0813

021 999 263

polcatz@gmail.com

Radio Officer

Ian Hutchings

478 5863

474 2940

021 435 675

Ian.hutchings@xtra.co.nz

Safety Officer

Murray Taylor

04 473 0554

04 934 0554

027 448 1044

trucks@trucksonline.co.nz

Trip Coordinator

John Parfitt

477 0267

021 280 0170

trips@ccvc.org.nz

Competitions Officer

Neil Blackie

04 587 0456

04 474 7806

027 510 9801

blackie.neil@gmail.com

NZ4WDA Delegate

Morris Jury

04 566 6197

04 499 0933

021 629 600

mkssjury@slingshot.co.nz

Land Access Manager

Appointments and Other Useful People
Archivist

Ralph Dobson

526 5119

Asset Manager

Duncan Grocott

04 528 3491

Club Night Photo’s

David Coxon

567 4501

Club Recovery

Anthony (Ant) Reid

Help desk
Membership Database

568 5562

027 494 6699

ralph.georgina@xtra.co.nz

027 487 6676

hectik@xtra.co.nz

027 451 0361

david.coxon@xtra.co.nz

04 973 8262

021 061 1831

anthonyreid1975@hotmail.com

John Parfitt

477 0267

021 034 0400

helpdesk@ccvc.org.nz

Mike Stephens

902 2559

021 260 0975

mike.stephens313@yahoo.co.nz

Trophy Officer

Alan Donaldson

564 3045

021 448 127

newsletter@ccvc.org.nz

Webmaster

Murray Wills

Welfare

Gillian George

Assistant Trip Coordinator
463 4263

External Search & Rescue
Track Maintenance
914 8352

webmaster@ccvc.org.nz
232 4200

welfare@ccvc.org.nz

CCVC Life Members
Tom Adams

Graham Barr

George Bean (Deceased)

Leith Bean

Peter Boniface (Deceased)

Stuart Brown

Andy Cockroft

Owen Farghar

Mike Gall

John Hughes

Bob Jeffery (Deceased)

Heather Jeffery

Ron Johnson

Steve Lacey

Colin Landy

Phil Lewton

Vern Lill

Bruce Mulhare

Raynor Mulhare

Ron Oliver (Deceasesed)
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WHEN HELP IS NEEDED
Should any members fail to return from any outing, four wheel drive or
otherwise, whether as a club member or as a private individual, the following person/s should be contacted in the first instance:
Anthony Reid 973 8262 or 027 273 6579 or 021 061 1831
Morris Jury 566 6197 or 021 629 600
Gavin Holden 478 4666 or 027 249 1959
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Trip Categories

WANTED:
Society Gossip, Scandal,
Rumour, and if all else fails, NEWS!
Photos also very welcome ….
The end of the year is nigh, hope everyone
has been good so that they get whatever
their heart desires from good ol’ Santa!
Something to think about over the next
few months is how you can give something
back to the club - at the end of this club
year we will have a few committee members standing down creating some vacancies. How about giving something new a
go, and helping make the club into the
club you want to be a member of?
Have a great Christmas and New Year, be
safe and enjoy yourselves out in the wops!
Alan!

We (CCVC) have been advised by the Petone Working Men’s Club that everyone who is not a member of the Petone Working Men’s Club MUST sign in when they enter the club, including CCVC members attending club nights, meetings, etc.
This is standard procedure for licensed clubs and it is a legal requirement that this be done so please ensure you sign in as
a visitor whenever you attend CCVC events at the Petone Working Men’s Club (if you are not a member of PWMC of
course).
It is very important that we comply with their request if we wish to maintain the good relationship we have with them.

MAGAZINE CONTRIBUTIONS
This is your magazine so it can only be as good as the contributions you make!! We need any articles, trip reports,
technical items, “How-to’s”, etc to be in the hands of the editor by the end of each calendar month.
Please email to newsletter@ccvc.org.nz or post to 34a Hine Rd, Wainuiomata or fax to 04 914 8366.
DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed in this magazine are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the club, it’s executive o r committee members. Publication of maintenance techniques or mechanical modifications should be weighed against generally accepted procedures and the Club should not be considered an authority in this
area.
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National Events
Vehicle Inspectors
Dayal Landy
Gold Coast Mechanical
2 Epiha St, Paraparaumu
Ph. 04 902 9244
Antony Hargreaves
Epuni Motors 1987 Ltd
2 - 6 Hawkins St, Lower Hutt
Ph. 04 569 3485
Dave Bowler
Pete Beckett
Bowler Motors Ltd
11 Raiha St, Porirua
Ph. 04 237 7251
Grant Guy
Richard Blair
G Guy Motors
61-63 Thorndon Quay, Wellington
Ph. 04 472 2020
Carl Furniss
Wellington 4WD Specialists
26 Hawkins Street, Lower Hutt
Ph. 04 976 5325
Shane & Carl
Mendoza Mechanical
34 Goodshed Road, Upper Hutt
Ph. 04 527 7274
NB:
Please remember to call and
make an appointment before turning
up for an inspection!
CCVC Trophies
We are trying to find out more
details on the history of our
club trophies and awards:
things like previous winners,
where the trophy came from,
what it was originally given out
for, etc.
So if you know anything that
we don’t know (see trophy
page on the website to see
what we do know) then please
get in touch with a committee member or drop
an email to:
newsletter@ccvc.org.nz

Dec 31: National Trial Series Round III, Wanganui. Organised by the Wanganui Four Wheel Drive
Club & takes place at Parapara Rd, SH4 just north of
the River Road turn off.
Jan 07: Basic 4WD Training Tongariro Forest, 42
Traverse. Spend a couple of hours with a qualified
4WD Driver trainer doing some basic driver training,
followed by a five hour tag-a-long trip through the
Traverse. See www.doc.govt.nz/tongarirosummer or
phone 0800 362 925. $30 per vehicle.
Jan 29: National Trial Series Round IV, Cross
Country Vehicle Club, Wellington. See details elsewhere in the mag.
Feb 03-06: Urewera Safari Organised by the Mahia
Hunt in conjunction with the East Coast 4WD Club.
Family orientated with camping each night along the
route. Local communities will be offering meals at
reasonable prices. Teams of three vehicles. If you
don’t have a team enter anyway and a team will be
made for you. Cost $280 per vehicle with nonrefundable $50 deposit due December 19, and remainder by January 10. Limited to 115 vehicles, more
-aggressive tyres with at least 50 percent of tread
left. No dogs or firearms, but fishing opportunities in
lakes. Entry forms and payments to J. Redshaw,
24/1228 Ada Street, Parkvale, Hastings 4122 (email
janredshaw@xtra.co.nz). More information: Mark Harris 06 877 9991 or 027 577 9991; Chris Harris 06 863
7057 or Dave Waite 06 867 1411 or 027 757 1305
.

Mar 03: National Trial Series Round V, Bay of
Plenty 4WD Club
Mar 03: Lake Tekapo Lions Club MacCaulay Hut
4X4 drive trip. Low ratio vehicles with adequate
ground clearance only. Meet 8am Lake Tekapo Regional Park car park, briefing 8.30am for 8.50am
start. Sausage sizzle at regional park on return. Cost
$60 and entry forms available from 03 680 6669 or
email chrismaclaren@xtra.co.nz
Mar 03-04: NZFWDA National Park in aid of Ruapehu Alpine Rescue Organisation. Again based at the
Park Travellers Lodge with exclusive access to nearby
Landcorp farm properties. NZFWDA members get 20
percent discount on two nights accommodation or 10
percent for single night. Trip fees $70 per vehicle. See
www.4x4nationalpark.co.nz or email info@4x4nationalpark.co.nz
Apr 7, 2012: National Trial Series Final, Thames
Valley 4WD Club

Some details in this column appear courtesy of Cathy
Parker, publisher of the New Zealand 4WD and
Sportvehicles magazine. Potential participants should
contact the event organiser; CCVC cannot take responsibility for any changes or inadvertent inaccura-
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Club Sub-Committees
The club has the following sub committees running currently (convenor named first, where applicable):











60k: Terence Broad, Ron Johnson, Bruce Mulhare, Antony Royal, John Vruink, Mark Wolstenholme
Club Recovery: Anthony Reid, Morris Jury, Rodney Bracefield, Gavin Holden
Competition: Neil Blackie
Deadwood: Paul Adams, Roger Seymour, Neil Blackie, Morris Jury, Nick Martin, Dennis Mckinley,
John Vruink & Ray Harkness
Emergency Comms & Radio: Ian Hutchings, Grant Purdie, Rodney Bracefield, Jim Johnson, Phil
Lewton, Rick Smith, John Vruink, Mark Wolstenholme, Murray Wills, Steve Mercer, Tony Brown
Land Access: Grant Purdie, All trip leaders
Police Search & Rescue (SAR): ???
Safety: Murray Taylor, Carl Furniss, Peter King, Steve Mercer
Trip Leaders Forum: Charles Odlin, All trip leaders
Web Project: Murray Wills, Grant Purdie, Stefen Cook, John Parfitt, Mike Stevens

The club also has the following external organisation liaison people:









Akatarawa Recreational Access Committee: Ralph Dobson, Charles Odlin & Grant Purdie
Dept of Conservation Head Office Liaison: Paul Adams
Foxton Beach Coast Care: Bruce Mulhare, Grant Purdie, Russell Stevens & John Vruink
Friends of Belmont: Stewart Burrell
Greater Wellington Regional Council: Grant Purdie
Horowhenua District Council: Grant Purdie
Tread Lightly!: Ralph Dobson
Wellington City Council: Grant Purdie & Barry Insull

Presidents Piece
November had the family back into the swing of Kiwi life, all looking forward to the coming summer.
Being the last magazine for 2011 I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the club committee, sub committee’s and general helpers who make this a great club to belong to.
The Suzuki has had a couple of outings over the month, first being the South Coast Clean Up. After
the Dominion Post published an article concerning the possible closing of the road due to the few idiots who are damaging the fragile coastal environment by insisting on driving over terrain they
shouldn’t, it was great to see so many local 4 wheelers give up a Saturday to help. I decided to hitch
a ride with John P in the Toyota for the ride through the reserve starting on the seaward side of the
Happy Valley Tip. A long climb up tested the cooling system as 30 odd trucks made their way up onto the ridge line overlooking the Cook Strait, good to see some long-time members who hadn’t been
out for a while having a drive. The convoy wound its way down into a gully before climbing again to
the boundary of Long Gully. From here it was familiar country down to the coast, this place always
looks great on a lovely claim day. The tide was in a fair way so the bulk of the clean-up crew headed
back towards Red Rocks while a few better equipped trucks carried on as far as they could. We
came across a sick Pajero stuck on the beach with the tide sweeping up to it every now and then.
The engine was dead, a recovery couldn’t take place before the tide receded so we left a few keen
club trucks to assist and headed back to the BBQ. Barry told me later that a couple of hundred
bangers got eaten so we can assume we had at least eighty people out helping which was a fantastic turnout, thanks everyone. A credit to the organisers, with special thanks to Barry Insull.
Next outing was to Neil Blackie’s standard class club champs at Judd’s Farm. A great day for the
nine competitors, excellent course set up offering a chance to test man and standard machine. We
had 12 hazards, 9 before lunch and the 3 harder ones were tackled after we had had a bite to eat
and a chat. The course was as friendly as it could be for your truck without making it to easy, as far
as I know only a couple of scratches in the side of a Toyota Hilux although we did witness plenty of
Gumboot nominations. The Suzuki did well, the driver let her down a couple of times. Lesson learnt
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 6)

was you treat every obstacle the same as we let ourselves down a bit on a couple of the easier
ones, should have used the boot more. Everyone was pleased with the event and it would be great
to get a few more trucks along as it really does improve your driving in a controlled environment.
Thanks to Neil for running a great event and Colin for the use of the farm.
Enough from me, Merry Christmas, stay safe and we will see you all next year if you can’t make it
along to the December club night.
Ralph Dobson - President

Club Champs
We’ve no held two rounds of the Club Champs (see page 9 for the results) under the new format which has
three classes – Standard, Club and Modified. Running the Standard class on a separate day with sections designed for standard vehicles has been an improvement. Although when it’s slippery it’s slippery and even
“easy” sections are undriveable as we found out in Round 1.
The four days run so far have gone well with brilliant sunshine and enough challenges but not too difficult. Very difficult to cater for rally trucks but probably just provides another practice opportunity for Mitch
and Brian. Separating the classes does seem to have removed most of the risks of damage – as far as I recall
just one little ding to the sill under Phil’s front bumper, more damage to ego’s than vehicles. Mostly mine on
the first Standard class day unfortunately.
Next rounds will be in Feb and March so must get them into the trip calendar.
Neil Blackie

Question: What do you do when leading a member training
trip with a half dozen novices behind you and find an over
size transporter and bulldozer coming at you on a "no space
to pass" section of track in the Aka's?
Answer elsewhere in this issue!
John Vruink’s Ohinewairua Trip (Labour Weekend)
The Labour weekend trip started around 7am on the Friday morning as John Vruink and others started out
from The Hutt, making their way across Haywards to Plimmerton and then heading north collecting extra vehicles along the way. I met them just north of Paraparaumu.
The weather was good for travelling, overcast, cool and no rain. The first stop was Bulls, for a cup of coffee
and a bite to eat if you had missed breakfast. A short while later we were on our way again heading to the
next stop, BP Taihape, where we could refuel both vehicles and bodies if needed. Those that gathered at the
BP were John Vruink in his black Patrol with the blue Toyota FJ40 in tow, Ian Dixon in his green Toyota 70 series, John Dixon in his yellow Toyota FJ40, Ross Picard in his grey Toyota 70 series, Ian Hutchings in his orange Defender 90 and myself also driving a Defender 90 but blue in colour. I had to update my RUC and John
V’s mate Emmet did a spot of grocery shopping so the rest of the party headed off to Ohinewairua while we
followed about ten minutes later.
We were fortunate to have the accommodation upgraded to the flash shearer’s quarter, Sky dish, two fridges
and stoves plus a couple of BBQs. With the Rugby World Cup third spot up for grabs Ian H found himself on
and off the roof sorting the Sky dish and cabling out while everyone else sorted out accommodation and or(Continued on page 16)
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CCVC Club Champs - Round I, Standard Class
11 Sept 2011 - Colin James’ Farm
NAME

VEHICLE

POINTS

PLACE

Phil Gibbons

Toyota Hilux

680

1

Brett Smidt

Toyota Landcruiser

745

2

POINTS

PLACE

CCVC Club Champs - Round II, Standard Class
13 Nov 2011 - Judd’s Farm
NAME

VEHICLE

Chris McManus

Nissan Terrano

260

1

Ralph Dobson

Suzuki Vitara

320

2

Phil Gibbons

Toyota Hilux

405

3

Guy Conroy

Toyota Landcruiser

515

4

Murray Wills

Mitsubishi Pajero

600

5

Graham Ferguson

Isuzu Bighorn

620

6

Brett Smidt

Toyota Landcruiser

820

7

POINTS

PLACE

CCVC Club Champs - Round I, Club Class
16 Oct 2011 - Judd’s Farm
NAME

VEHICLE

Damon Grant

Mitsubishi Pajero

660

1

Charles Odlin

Mitsubishi Pajero

665

2

Neil Blackie

Land Rover

750

3

Steve Mercer

Suzuki

840

4

Deane Whitton

Nissan

900

5

Keil Behl

Suzuki Vitara

935

6

Gus McManus

Toyota Landcruiser

1000

7

POINTS

PLACE

CCVC Club Champs - Round I, Modified Class
16 Oct 2011 - Judd’s Farm
NAME

VEHICLE

Mitch Seymour

Rally

0

1

Brian Howat

Smurf

20

2

Jamie Andrews

Suzuki

365

3

POINTS

PLACE

CCVC Club Champs - Round II, Club Class
27 Nov 2011 - Colin James’ Farm
NAME

VEHICLE

Deane Whitton

Nissan

390

1

Steve Mercer

Suzuki

525

2

Damon Grant

Mitsubishi Pajero

620

3

Keil Behl

Suzuki Vitara

645

4

POINTS

PLACE

CCVC Club Champs - Round II, Modified Class
27 Nov 2011 - Colin James’ Farm
NAME

VEHICLE

Mitch Seymour

Rally

0

1

Brian Howat

Smurf

180

2
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Club Champs
Standard Class
Judds Farm
13 Nov 2011
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KKKK
(Kids Khristmas Kolouring Kompetition)
Kids - colour this in win a prize! Two age groups (under 8 and over 8), will be judged by the committee at the
January committee meeting and winners announced in the February magazine. Send entries along with your
name, address and age to the club’s PO Box or scan and email to newsletter@ccvc.org.nz
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Please support our generous sponsors...

Manufactured by

Branches throughout New Zealand
Sales and Service

Free Phone 0508 BRIDON (274366)

Wellington Branch
2 Udy St, Petone 04 568 4384
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Please support our generous sponsors...

9 Seaview Road
Seaview
Ph 570 3830
Fax 570 3881

For all your suspension and
steering requirements contact:
12 Petone Avenue
Petone
Lower Hutt
Ph. 586 7413
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Left: Article from the Capital Times
South Coast Clean Up
Hi guys. A quick note to say thanks for a great
turnout on Saturday. Assuming the paper
work was accurate we had 42 vehicles. At an
average of around 2/truck that's something
like 80 odd helpers. An absolute cracker.
As most will be aware the beach conditions
just short of Karori Stream limited our efforts
to just 50% of our usual clean up area. A pity,
but that's life on the coast. Late in the afternoon I collared two young fellas trying to take
their trail bikes into Te Kopahau Reserve via
the recently completed walking/cycling track.
Then to top it off a damaged hilux and a couple of cruisers went past. The driver of the last
vehicle told of his friend rolling on the coastal
escarpment beyond Karori light. Needless to
say I have asked that they "back off", lets
hope a little peer pressure will work. It is that
sort of activity (hill climbs and the like) that is
putting 4 wheel driving (your recreation) in a
bad light.
A special thanks to the team who recovered a
vehicle from Windy Bay. By all reports it was
both challenging and required considerable
effort.
I'm sure Council will be appreciative of the
days effort.
Barry Insull
PS by John P: I am advised that in fact 2
trucks did actually get through and past Karori
Stream, after spending an hour trying to get
that Pajero running. Those at the Pajero were
told that it'd have to wait until low tide. The
vehicles then went on to Cave Bay and did a
thorough clean-up from Cave Bay to Karori
Stream. So 100% of the coast was in fact
done.
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Are you a new member? Do you get the News emails from the club? Do you have access to the club’s website memberzone? If not then have a word with a committee member as these are all ways in which the club
communicates with it’s members. Some useful email addresses are:












Webmaster@ccvc.org.nz (general web site queries)
Lists@ccvc.org.nz (person who administers the list servs)
Trips@ccvc.org.nz (Trip Coordinator)
Newsletter@ccvc.org.nz (to send stuff to the newsletter editor)
Database@ccvc.org.nz (membership database administrator)
Access@ccvc.org.nz (Chairman of the Land Access Management Committee)
NZFWDAdelegate@ccvc.org.nz (NZ Four Wheel Drive Association delegate)
Treasurer@ccvc.org.nz (club treasurer)
Welfare@ccvc.org.nz (club welfare officer)
David.coxon@xtra.co.nz (Club night photo submission)
Helpdesk@ccvc.org.nz (any general questions)

Answer: Well its actually too late to do much at that stage except to laboriously back up/out one by one! But our thinking trip leader had the new Forestry frequency fitted to his Vertex, had it scanning and was able to hear
them, know they were coming his way, and had all his charges safely tucked
out of the way well before the tight spot.
So is your Vertex radio updated? If not then book a time sometime soon to
have the10 min update done. radio.officer@ccvc.org.nz

For Sale
PTO winch for Nissan GQ Safari / Patrol
Complete with shaft & control lever etc
plus
40 meters Amsteel blue 10mm rope
(as new – has never been used)
All realistic offers considered.
Phone: Pat: 06 374 6669 or 027 445 6366
Email: ptb@callplus.net.nz
Do you want to read a "Full Colour" copy of the mag - it is available on the clubs public
website. Just click on the item at the bottom of the page. We will also be adding copies of
previous magazines as well (once the newsletter editor finds the time to PDF them!).

The 2011-2012 calendar is:
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round

1
2
3
4
5
6 - Finals

Mt Egmont
South Waikato
Wanganui
Wellington
Bay of Plenty
Thames

22
20
31
29
03
07

October 2011
November 2011
December 2011
January 2012
March 2012
April 2012
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(Continued from page 8)

ganised their lunch. Thanks Ian for getting it up and running and providing the Freeview decoder for the
evening’s entertainment.
Those with more extreme tyres took the opportunity to fit them while the rest of us aired down. Bruce Tustin
in his red Jeep Wrangler had arrived while all this was going on.
It was now time for our first excursion beyond the safety of the shearer’s quarters, into the wild with animals
and gates to look out for! The first hill proved a serious challenge for both Defenders on their skinny
225/75R16s, I had already aired down to 15psi and being tubeless wasn’t keen to go much lower. Letting out
one more psi proved sufficient but I decided a bit more right foot at times could be useful.
Being the true leader that he is, John V managed to be the first one stuck in a bog; he did a really good job
too. Bruce attempted a snatch but the blue FJ didn’t budge after heaps of well thought out advise and a distinct lack of ribbing three trucks were lined up as an anchor point – success (at last)! But alas as we were to
find out later John V had forgotten to disengage his winch and managed to redesign it’s mounting; that evening it again took three trucks to set it straight, one behind and two in front.
The afternoon’s fun consisted of racing across grassy hills to boggy valleys where numerous attempts were
made to strike out and get stuck. If the first attempt was unsuccessful then another and yet another would be
made, direction could be critical and would be taken into account. Ian H and I thought it would unfair to take
part a lot of the time as we were able to sink into the mire in super quick time and lose any form of traction
with very little effort.
The expedition took us to the edge of a huge bluff over 1000 metres high with magnificent views over looking
the valley 400 metres below and stretching across to the Waiouru army play ground. Mount Ruapehu could be
seen but not clearly unfortunately.
On the way back to camp a pretty steep hill was discovered, this had to be negotiated very slowly as it was far
from smooth and there was no real run off at the base, rather a narrow valley then you were heading up
again. John Dixon’s yellow FJ managed to produce a good puff of smoke and then started knock rather too
loudly for John’s peace of mind. We headed back to camp where John found a very loose tappet, once reset
the V8 was purring again and John was able to continue for the weekend.
On
the
Friday
evening
Pedro
Osborne and Julian
Rivers
arrived, both were
driving blue Land
Rover Discos. Neil
Blackie turned a
bit later towing
his black Series
Land Rover on a
trailer
(Series
body with Disco
running gear and
LR V8 motor).
A good first day
was had by those
that arrived early
enough and with
rugby, a barbie
and a few beers a
relaxed
evening
passed uneventfully.
Saturday started
off not so bright
but definitely ear-

Ross and Michelle (somewhat stuck I suspect!)
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(Continued from page 16)

ly, amazingly by about 8 am everybody had risen, had breakfast, packed the trucks and were ready to roll. We
headed out back tracking on Fridays return trip and ended up on top of the bluff again but had a very limited
view due to the light rain and low cloud. From there we headed for a track that was intended to take us down
to the valley and river below, unfortunately it was deemed too dangerous to head down the track so we had
turn around and make our way to the regular road and after a few detours arrived at the shearer’s quarters
for morning tea. On the way we were shown a wee dam and heard an interesting tale involving Pedro cart
wheeling and landing upside down on a previous trip.
The trip had involved a small
river crossing that
was deep enough
to do some damage to my Defender’s radiator,
water had come
in from under the
motor and bent
the plastic fan
blades
into
it
causing a number
of leaks. So I was
considering
my
options and wondering how I was
going
make
it
back
to
Pram
when Pedro said
“Hey if we can
bend the tubes
back on themselves
we
can
seal them!” Well
none of us had
seen this done
before
but
by
lunch the tubes
had been sealed
JV needs a clean!
and with some
help from a bottle of stop leak we were ready to party – Pedro’s work is so good that I completed the trip and
got back to Pram using minimal water and have still not done any repairs.
After lunch the rest of the convoy headed up stream while I chickened out and took the easy track to meet up
at a bridge, here was a small challenge that few could resist. A small hill climb 3 to 4 metres high that kept us
amused for at least half an hour.
From here we continued in a northerly direction heading towards what would have been a really great vantage
point had the weather been kind, unfortunately as it was still raining there no views to be seen. But getting
there was good fun with a slippery gnarly surface and some ruts that were deeper than my tyres; good thing a
tow was handy. This was the first boundary fence that we had come across in two days of driving, a decent
size property.
The return trip had a bit of excitement when Julian parked the Disco’s rear barwork on a large boulder; he had
lost traction travelling up a valley and was thankful the rock stopped him sliding any further or faster. A second smaller rock provided a convenient anchor point for Pedro allowing Julian to winch himself to a more suitable spot. Once Julian was clear he and I headed up a different route to find Ian H stopped in a precarious position. He was on a narrow and extremely slippery clay track that had a slight slope to the drop on his left; any
attempt to drive would have had the Defender inevitably moving towards it. A steady tow by John V was needed to allow Ian to breathe again.
The day was getting on so we headed back towards our quarters, encountering a few challenges and a lot of
gates. Again a great evening, relaxing, getting to know one another a bit better.
(Continued on page 18)
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(Continued from page 17)

Sunday dawned overcast again but no rain, a pity as at some stage of the night I was able to see a really
beautiful star filled sky. As it was Sunday we were allowed a sleep in and were only expected to be ready by
eight thirty.
The weather was cloudy but no rain, the ground was still wet and soggy. The first hill caused some grief, we
had managed drive/slide down the previous evening, this morning with only half the contingent up the hill the
remainder took a different route. Getting to the meeting point wasn’t straight forward for the top group as is
was misty, so they couldn’t see the trees that they were advised to head for but had to instead follow the paddock fences to find the gates.
We headed for the old shearers quarters and then made our way north along the track I had used the previous
day while the rest of the trucks had driven upstream. We were making our way to a boundary with the
Waiouru Army training area complete with sign advising us not to trespass. This involved heading up a narrow
scratchy track that must had some maintenance as although it was still rough it wasn’t quite as narrow or
scratchy as John V had recalled. The ground was drying out rapidly so we had plenty of grip on this climb in
stark contrast to the day before. Once we were back in the paddocks it was time for a quick cuppa and to regroup. Pedro must have lost a “sure thing” bet as his daughter got an opportunity to take charge of his Disco.
What I had noticed was that a lot of the stream/trickle/bog areas had a bottomless spot where the first truck
normally got through fairly easily, but each subsequent truck would sink deeper and deeper and if we were
lucky at least one would get stuck. But after exploring some recently made tracks John V found the soft spot
first attempt (the tiny stream had had some sort of culvert constructed which must have blocked and caused
minor damage about a metre wide but who knows how deep). With his front wheels on the opposite bank and
rear wheels on about nil we had to dig away part of the nearside bank so that the blue FJ could be extracted.
A couple of other trucks took a different route across and as per usual the second truck got bogged in that soft
spot while the first had got through. The rest of us crossed where the blue FJ had first tried with various results and styles. Ian D had the style that no one else could emulate, with the front wheels of his green 70 series safely across the ditch he managed to bounce the rear across without raising a sweat, so smooth Ian. I
was fortunate to follow Ian H across; he took a slightly different line only to have the front slide away to the
left leaving the orange Defender needing a quick snatch to straighten him up and out. By following Ian’s route
but digging a small trench I was able to cross fairly easily. John D had to make a couple of attempts his second was good, by aiming about six inches to the right of his first go he was able to get the yellow FJ across
quite easily. So a valuable lesson had been learnt, taking the right line and a bit of preparation can make what
seems daunting pretty simple or a lot easier.
Not too long after we had cleared this obstacle it was time for Bruce and the red Jeep to head home, so with
one less team member we continued a bit further until a beaut spot was found to take a break for lunch.
After lunch and a couple of muddy challenges Neil noticed his black LR was running hot so we stopped to rig
up Ross’ water blaster, amazing how much is packed into that short wheel base 70 series Toyota. On lifting
the bonnet the smell of petrol was strong, so off came the offending carb (care of Pedro and Julian with no
shortage of advice from the assembled experts). Once the carb was sorted and re-installed it was the turn of
Ross to work his magic, that water blaster run off his compressor made short work of the offending mud.
Back at the valley shearer’s quarters a mini truck washing session took place with a few runs through the river, I abstained. Neil managed to get the leads and dissy wet stalling mid river, necessitating a tow to the bank
to dry things out.
As we made our way back towards our quarters we made a brief stop that all agreed would make a fantastic
camp area. This was on the inside bend of the river, moving on we had to cross and Neil couldn’t help trying
to wash the black LR again, and again water got to where
it shouldn’t. Another tow out to dry off!
Sunday evening, a tense time and then relief as the ABs
did us proud. And that wasn’t the last of Neil’s surprises
as he announced plans for the future - congrats. Goes to
show you never know what to expect on a 4x4 outing.
John V, a trip well run, I’m sure everyone enjoyed themselves and are keen on future trips, I certainly am.
Hamish & Fi.
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December 2011
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February 2012
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Trip Categories
The following trip category definitions, plus any additional requirements specified on individual Trip Information Sheets, will be enforced, for safety reasons. Trip Leaders will turn away vehicles or drivers that do not
comply. The vehicle and driver requirements given here are a summary of the full requirements listed on the
club website. Please refer to www.ccvc.org.nz for a definitive list of requirements.
For all Categories: All open or soft-top vehicles must have a roll bar or roll cage.
All Categories other than Family 4X4 are for members only. Prospective members and visitors are welcome
if they can demonstrate to the Trip Leader they are members of another club and have adequate experience.
Family 4X4:
Description: Family trip. These trips will be straightforward and will usually include some degree of guidance
in driving techniques as necessary.
Drivers: Particularly suited to family outings and drivers new to off-road driving, this category is also open to
anybody who enjoys this style of trip.
Members: Anybody is welcome, especially prospective new members.
Vehicles: An important objective is minimal challenge and minimal risk to vehicles. Club safety equipment is
mandatory for club members; it is not mandatory for non-members although it is recommended for vehicles
once their drivers have participated in one or two trips. All open or soft-top vehicles must have a roll bar or
roll cage.
Shiny 4x4:
Description: More difficult family trips, for shiny wagons and drivers with some experience who want more
challenge and don’t mind minor bush marks etc on their vehicles.
Drivers: Must have some experience, particularly important are experience in stropping, failed hill climbs,
steep descents and sidelings. Club members must have completed CCVC Driver Training and participated in at
least 2 Family 4X4 trips after becoming a member.
Vehicles: Vehicles must have mud tyres, tow hooks and all the required equipment per the club’s document
"Vehicle Safety & Equipment Inspections". This applies to all vehicles on the trip.
Club 4x4:
Description: Challenging trips, for experienced drivers. There will be steep and challenging terrain, modestly
deep water and mud, likelihood of bush marks.
Drivers: Must have experience beyond that required for Shiny 4x4 trips, including water crossings and vehicle
recovery. Club members must have participated in at least 2 Shiny 4X4 trips.
Vehicles: Must have mud tyres, tow hooks and all the required equipment per the club’s document "Vehicle
Safety & Equipment Inspections". This applies to all vehicles on the trip. Accessories such as high-lift jacks,
externally mounted spare tyre, bush bars and multiple jacking points are of advantage. Winches are often particularly useful. Generally a short wheelbase vehicle is better suited for the tight tracks.
Hard Yakka:
Description: Difficult trips with very challenging terrain and surfaces, where winching, digging, and vehicle
damage are all a possibility!
Drivers: Experienced drivers only, must have approval of Trip Leader. Club members must have participated
in at least 3 Club 4X4 trips.
Vehicles: As per the Club 4x4 category. In addition, a roll-bar or roll-cage is recommended for all vehicles on
Hard Yakka trips. Often a winch is mandatory on a Hard Yakka trip; this will be specified on the Trip Information Sheet
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Tripsheet Eleven

www.wgtn4wd.co.nz

Repairs and maintenance of all
off road vehicles.
Modifications a speciality.
CCVC safety inspections

Contact Carl at
Wellington 4WD Specialists Ltd
26 Hawkins Street
Lower Hutt
Phone (04) 976 5325, Fax (04) 976 5313
or 027 201 2529
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Cross Country Vehicle Club (Wellington) Inc
PO Box 38-762
Te Puni 5045
Wellington
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